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weight factor for blue channel
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image nomalization
Otsu thresholding function
probability distribution for the ith intensity
histogram cluster
rotation from target body frame to camera
frame
box filtered image
FC-HSF blue-channel response map
dilated prior mask image
edge response map
FC-HSF green-channel response map
histogram equalization adjusted pixel image
prior image mask
FC-HSF red-channel response map
translation vector from camera to target
body expressed in camera frame
x-axis direction
ground truth foreground pixels
input image
y-axis direction
predicted foreground pixels
z-axis direction
image gradient approximation
mean for the ith intensity histogram cluster
standard deviation for the ith intensity
histogram cluster
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I.

S

Introduction

PACECRAFT guidance, navigation, and controls for on-orbit
servicing require the chaser vehicle to have precise knowledge of
the target satellite relative pose. Visual targets and sensor hardware
used for relative pose measurements can be active or passive systems.
Although active sensors have higher precision and robustness,
they require installing fiducial markers on the target spacecraft, which
is challenging to implement for most space-flight missions. Passive
systems such as cameras or LIDAR do not need to modify the
target vehicle. Space cameras provide an economical alternative to
LIDAR systems with less mass, power, and geometric constraints.
Monochromatic images captured by a monocular camera can be used
to determine the relative pose between space vehicles. Some examples
of using camera-based spacecraft navigation are works by Wu et al.
[1], who use direct projection point matching minimization using four
points defined by cooperative LED lighting; this method requires
fiducial markers to be installed on the target and can be prone to errors
caused by image conditions. Fourie et al. [2] use a stereo camera for
depth perception and position; this method computes a point cloud
map to estimate the target geometric center; however, the orientation
is not estimated in the work of Fourie et al., and overall computation
time is over 300 ms per frame, which requires both target and chaser
vehicles to move slowly to operate in real time. Tweddle and SaenzOtero [3] use four-point correspondence geometry of Haralick et al.’s
iterative nonlinear solution [4]; it is another variation of the direct
projection point matching minimization. Their [3] approach requires
cooperative circular markers to be installed on the target; their work
focused on the back-end pose matching and stochastic filtering but did
not provide details on segmentation using adaptive threshold and
marker recognition. In our experience we found that this front-end
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image processing can cause significant errors to the back-end pose
estimation. Sharma et al. [5,6] use Hough transform [7] for straight
edge detection and use multiple confirmations to strengthen the
feature recognition; they then use the efficient perspective-n-point [8]
and refinement using the Newton-Raphson method [9]. Similarly, the
front-end feature-recognition-based features can be unstable.
Although the multiple confirmation processes may increase
robustness, image error from environmental conditions in low-level
line features cannot be avoided.
Regional-based pose estimation has exploited the color
distinctiveness to perform object segmentation [10]; however, in
most relative navigation systems, the captured image is typically in
the grayscale due to data or hardware restrictions. Single-channel
grayscale images are more difficult to process than color images
because they lack the distinctiveness from color depth. Top-down
machine learning methods train classifiers to use image features [11]
or computationally develop convolutional neural network perception
filters [12]. Top-down approaches, however, require numerous
labeled images or image features, and in some scenarios, training can
be difficult to stabilize. By contrast, image-driven saliency detection
techniques can be faster and simpler to implement. Saliency is
important for pose estimation especially in the regional-based
approach, where the main target can be identified and segmented from
the surrounding background without fiducial markers or other visual
aid. Zhang et al. [13] provide a survey of unsupervised methods in
image segmentation. The recent developments in convolutional
neural networks and generative adversarial networks (GAN) may also
be used to perform image transformation [14]. Other deep learning
methods in pose estimation have been developed recently [15–17].
Although the deep learning techniques are powerful, some techniques
such as GAN are difficult to train, the memory needs can be large, and
the quality of the training images can be demanding. Three recent
real-time-capable non-deep-learning saliency detection methods are
regional contrast (RC) [18], minimum barrier distance (MBD) [19],
and graph manifold ranking (GMR) [20]. The RC method was
proposed by Cheng et al. [18] to extract saliency from local regions as
the weighted sum of color contrast; RC can be computed efficiently
and can produce precise foreground from color images. Zhang et al.
[19] proposed a fast raster-scanning algorithm to approximate the
MBD transform [21]. A central idea in the MBD is the image
boundary connectivity cue, which assumes that background regions
are connected to the image border, a variation of center surround [22].
An extended version, MB+, was proposed by adding image boundary
contrast map using border pixels as color contrast seeds in the
whitened color space. Finally, Yang et al. [20] proposed GMR
saliency using document ranking; GMR optimized a graph-based
ranking cost function while replacing documents with image
superpixels. The aforementioned saliency detection method has better
precision working with colored images; however, their performance
degrades if the image is monochromatic. Grayscale image saliency
includes using orientation of the image gradient [23] and image
texture [24]. The fst and fst saliency detection [25] for grayscale
images have successfully extracted the spacecraft foreground from a
cluttered background when passing over the Earth; however, certain
images are still too challenging, for example, the thermal images from
this investigation. We develop an unsupervised image alteration to
improve the regional-based pose estimation.
The regional-based pose estimation evolved from the image
segmentation problem. Typical solutions to the image segmentation
problem include complex top-down classification [26] or simple
bottom-up image-driven techniques [27]. Whichever the method,
many believe that segmentation is too high-level task for purely imagedriven methods to succeed [28]. Seminal papers by Kass et al. [29], and
Mumford and Shah [30] introduced concepts of energy-minimizing
active contours (Snakes) and the combined minimization of regional
smoothness and boundary length, respectively. Caselles et al. [31] and
Chan and Vese [32] followed by adopting an implicit region boundary
representation using the level-set function pioneered by Osher and
Sethian [33]. The level-set function provided advantages of implicit
boundaries without specific parameterization and evolving embedding functions that can elegantly describe boundary topology changes
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such as splitting and merging. Additional contributions by Kervrann
and Heitz [34], Zhu et al. [35], and Leventon et al. [36] instilled
maximum likelihood and maximum a posteriori criterion to estimate
the region boundary with statistical parameterizations. Leventon et al.
[36] and Rousson and Paragios [37] further stipulated the use of
principal components analysis (PCA) shape template to align the
regional boundary. Cremers [38] extended the use of kernel PCA [39]
to the PCA template and used affine flow fields [40] in discriminating
the object from its background. Brox and Weickert [41] and Bibby and
Reid [42] refined the shape prior, pixelwise posteriors and proposed a
framework for segmenting multiple regions. Rosenhahn et al. [43]
combined 3D pose estimation with the level-set formulated region
segmentation. The two approaches complemented each other to
produce a framework for the region-based pose estimation [44,45].
The level-set segmentation regional-based pose estimation
approach [10] uses the foreground and background probability
before classifying the working image intensity histogram.
Foreground and background histograms are used to make distinctions
between the target and the background according to their intensity
profiles. To this end, we introduce an innovative false-colored highfrequency salient feature (FC-HSF) image alteration method to
enhance the foreground and background histogram distinction in a
thermal image. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated
in experiments with a laboratory-scale model of Radarsat spacecraft
spinning about a single axis.

II.

False-Color High-Frequency Saliency Feature Image

Foreground extraction is challenging for some IR images; an
example is the Radarsat Satellite Model (RSM) video, where a
miniature imitation of the Radarsat is spinning about the pitch axis
against a laboratory curtain backdrop. A sample image from the RSM
video sequence and its foreground extraction maps are provided in
Fig. 1. Figure 1a is the original monocular infrared image captured
under laboratory heating conditions. Figure 1b is the ground truth
mask for the input image. Figure 1c is the PWP3D [10] probability
posterior computed using the prior mask histogram template. A
three-dimensional (3D) projection mask based on the initial ground
truth pose is used as the prior mask. Figures 1d, 1e, and 1f are the
saliency map computed using GMR [20], MB [19], and RC [18]
methods, respectively. Figures 1g and 1h are the saliency map and
foreground mask computed using the fst [25] and fst [25],
respectively. Figures 1i–1k are the FC-HSF red, green, and blue
channels for Scharr edge gradient, extended border, and region
surround maps, respectively. Figure 1l is the final combined FC-HSF
image. Figure 1m is the normalized foreground and background
FC-HSF image histogram. Figure 1n is the PWP3D [10] probability
posterior computed using the FC-HSF image. Figure 1o is the
estimated 3D model mesh projection on the original input image.
Figure 1p is the posterior mask of the 3D projection. The various
saliency methods and developed models failed to generate a precise
RSM foreground response as shown in Figs. 1c–1h for level-set
probability posterior [25], GMR [20], MB [19], RC [18], fst [25],
and fst [25] methods, respectively. Furthermore, because the
foreground and background image intensities are near each other,
different pose may have similar histogram profile as the initial
template. An example is shown in Fig. 2, where the first column
starting from row 2 shows the level-set pose estimation [25] gradient
descent as 3D mesh projections on the input image for various
iteration steps. The second column in Fig. 2 shows the foreground
and background image histogram profiles for the respective iteration
step. After four iterations the gradient descent converged to an
incorrect local minimum pose, and the histogram profile of the
converged pose is similar to the initial template histogram profile in
Fig. 2 column 2 row 1.
To increase distinctiveness in the histogram profile and image, we
add the gradient and gradient region to the input image, I, as red and
blue color channels. Because this method uses all three color channels
to generate a false-colored image and uses the high-frequency content
of the image, we call this approach the false-colored high-frequency
saliency feature (FC-HSF) image. The procedure for creating the FC-
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a) Original

b) Ground truth

c) Level-set [25]

d) GMR [20]

e) MB + [19]

f) RC [18]

g) fst [25]

h) fst + [25]

i) Edge (Red channel)

j) Image (Green channel)

k) Region (Blue channel)

l) FC-HSF

m) FC-HSF histogram
n) FC-HSF posterior
o) Projection
p) Projection mask
Fig. 1 RSM infrared image preprocessing and level-set-based pose estimation. Methods (c) to (h) do not produce good foreground mask due to lack of
distinctiveness in the monochromatic image. Combining the image and its gradient improves separation of the foreground and background image
histogram in (m) for better posterior foreground mask generation in (n).

HSF is provided as follows: let us define SK−1 as the prior mask; we
dilate the prior mask to create a probable region of interest to clear
away the clutters in the background. We cannot use the prior mask
directly, because it will cause the pose estimation to converge to the
prior foreground instead of the actual input. We define the
morphological dilation function, SD ←MDx; K D , as
SD  x

M

KD 

[

xk

(1)

k∈KD

L
where
is the dilation morphology operator, x is some arbitrary
image, xk is the translation of x by k, KD is a KD × KD elliptical
dilation kernel structuring element that is set to KD  36 pixels, and
SD is the resulting dilated mask image. We define Sg ←CT GI as a
function that converts a color image into grayscale image as follows:
Sg  0.299 ⋅ Ir  0.587 ⋅ Ig  0.114 ⋅ Ib

(2)

where Ii , i ∈ fr; g; bg, is the red, green, blue channels of the input
image, respectively. The contrast limited adaptive histogram
equalization (CLAHE) [46] operation balances the image intensity
in the entire local regions and enhances contrast without being
influenced by extreme global intensities. Let us define CLx; CL  as

the CLAHE function, where x is some arbitrary grayscale image and
CL is the clip limit, and we set CL to 4 in our implementation. We also
perform the box filter operator as Sbf ←Bx; KB  on the CLAHE
filtered image to limit noise. The box filter uses a square matrix kernel
to filter the input image
Sbf  KB  x

(3)

where  is the convolution operator and KB is a KB × KB square
kernel matrix of all ones divided by K 2B ; we use K B  3 in our
implementation. Faster implementation of Eq. (3) uses a four-point
formulation; details can be found in Bay et al. [47]. Let us define Se as
an edge response map, computed by
~
Se  ∇x
 N jKsx  xj  jKsy  xj

(4)

Image normalization is computed by
xN  N x 

255
x
arg maxi∈f1; : : : ;Ng xi

(5)

where N is the total number of pixels in x, and xi is the ith pixel in the
image x, assuming that image x is not all zeros. The gradients from
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Eq. (5) are computed by convoluting the input image with the 3 × 3
Scharr kernel, Ksi , where i ∈ fx; yg, as follows:
2

3
3
10 5;
3

2

Ksy

3
−3 −10 −3
4 0
0
0 5
3
10
3

(6)

Our gradient approximation is not threshold binarized, and the
strength of the gradient is a useful detail in characterizing the target
object and the background scene in the red-channel histogram. We
extract intensities greater than the mean value from the gradient
~
response denoted by Mx
to avoid weak edges from the
background. We also compute the image region by taking the Otsu
threshold [27] of the gradient image, Ox; this results in a binarized
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Fig. 2 RSM infrared image pose initialization. The left column is the original PWP3D pose estimation that failed to produce a correct pose estimation
result. The right column is the enhanced FC-HSF  PWP3D method that produced the correct gradient descent solution. https://youtu.be/fqtMsGsnexE.
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edge response map. The Otsu threshold [27] minimizes the weighted
within-class variance, which optimally separates clustered regions in
the normalized intensity histogram. The weighted within-class
variance is defined as [27]
σ 2 τ  c1 τσ 21 τ  c2 τσ 22 τ

(7)

where τ is a threshold value; σ 2i , i ∈ f1; 2g, is the intensity cluster
variance; and ci is the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
computed as
c1 τ 

τ
X

Pi;

c2 τ 

i0

255
X

Pi

(8)

iτ1
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where P is the normalized histogram at the ith intensity, which is also
the pixel intensity probability. The means of each of the clustered
histogram regions are
μ1 τ 

τ
X
iPi

c1

i0

;

μ2 τ 

255
X
iPi
c2
iτ1

(9)

The variance of each of the clustered histogram regions is
σ 21 τ 

τ
X
i0

i − μ1 τ2

Pi
;
c1

σ 22 τ 

255
X
iτ1

i − μ2 τ2

The τ intensity threshold is minimum when σ is tested to be
minimum. Our tests show that the Otsu threshold [27] gives a more
conservative response than using the mean threshold. Let us define
Cx as an operator for finding and drawing closed regions in an image
as filled areas. Practically, this can be achieved using the findContours
and drawContours functions in OpenCV 3.3.§ When Cx is applied
on the Otsu threshold [27], edge image produces target object inner
surround regions with precise boundary definitions. We intersect both
the red and blue channels with the dilated prior mask image SD to
remove image clutter. If we use only the inner region based on the
dilated prior, a sharp contrast at the region boundary from all the image
channels will cause a strong barrier during the convergence and will
give too much reliance on the dilated prior mask. To avoid the overreliance, we smooth the border by outwardly extending the same pixel
value at the dilation boundary to all the zero regions in the greenchannel image. The red and blue channels are not affected because
they do not have a range of pixel intensities at the border of the dilated
prior. Let us define BEx; y as an operator that extends the inner
border pixels to the image boundary, where the inner border is the
rectangular outer boundary of the dilated prior mask y; this is achieved
by applying the copyMakeBorder function with the BORDER_REPLICATE option in OpenCV 3.3. We perform histogram
equalization (HE), HEx, on the border extended image to gain
additional contrast enhancement. The histogram-equalized response
map has stronger contrast and is faster than the CLAHE response.
Histogram equalization is computed by equalizing the PDF as follows:
Sh  255 ⋅

h
X

Pi

(11)

i0

where h ∈ f0; : : : ; 255g and Sh is the transformed pixel intensity.
Finally, we combine all the color channels into a false-colored image
using the CT CR; G; B operator; this false-colored image enhances
the high-frequency edge response [48] and center-surround [22] in the
input grayscale image. Adjustable weighting factors, fCr ; Cg ; Cb g,
may be applied to each of the respective color channels
independently; in our example, all the adjustable weighting factors
§

Data available online at https://opencv.org.

Algorithm 1 The FC_HSF algorithm to
generate the FC-HSF Image
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

procedure FC_HSF (I; SK−1 )
SD ←MDSK−1 ; KD  36
Sg ←CT GI
~
Se ←∇BCLS
g ; CL  4; K B  3
~ e  ⋂ SD
Sr ←MS
Sb ←COSe  ⋂ SD 
Sg ←HEBESg ; SD 
FC-HSF Image: SI ←CT CSr ; Sg ; Sb 

are set to one. The FC-HSF procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
The corresponding FC-HSF pipeline is provided in Fig. 3.
Figures 1i–1k show the red, green, and blue color channel images
for the RSM, respectively. The combined HC-HSF and its histogram
template are shown in Figs. 1l and 1m, respectively. Figure 1n shows
a probability posterior foreground mask computed using the new
histogram template. The new foreground mask is more precise when
comparing Fig. 1n with Fig. 1c. The improvement is mainly due to the
blue-channel region map enhancing foreground and background
contrast. We can further improve the posterior mask by using the pose
projection from Fig. 1o as the final mask shown in Fig. 1p.
The standard Jaccard index, also known as intersect over union
(IoU), was used to measure foreground mask extraction performance.
The IoU is defined as

Pi
c2
(10)
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J

jx ∩ yj
jx ∪ yj

(12)

where x is the ground truth pixels and y is the predicted pixels. The
 can be computed by averaging the individual
mean Jaccard index, J,
Jaccard indexes of the test images from the video sequence.

III.

Results and Discussion

Details of the level-set segmentation regional-based pose
estimation method are provided in Shi et al. [25]. We use a laboratory
video of the RSM spinning about its pitch axis captured by a 320 ×
240 ICI-9320P infrared camera. The position vector, t, the rotation
matrix, R, the projection image, I, the spacecraft body coordinate,
F b , and the camera coordinate system, F c , are provided in Fig. 4.
We apply FC-HSF to the initialization example shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 2 columns 1 and 2 represent single image pose estimation on
the original input image without any image processing. Figure 2
columns 3 and 4 are the pose estimation on FC-HSF images. Figure 2
column 1 shows the 3D projection mesh overlay on the original image
over the entire gradient descent process. Figure 2 column 2 shows the
normalized foreground and background histogram of the estimated
pose in red and blue lines, respectively. Figure 2 column 3 shows the
projection silhouette overlay on the FC-HSF image. Figure 2 column
4 shows the normalized foreground and background histogram of the
FC-HSF image in red and blue lines, respectively. Figure 2 row 1
image 1 shows the prior projection on the input image. Figure 2 row 1
image 2 shows the template histogram foreground and background
generated using the prior mask on the unprocessed initial input in red
and blue lines, respectively. Figure 2 row 1 image 3 shows the
foreground FC-HSF template image. Figure 2 row 1 image 4 shows
the foreground and background template histogram on the FC-HSF
image using red and blue lines, respectively. Figure 2 rows 2–8 are
gradient descent steps 0, 2, 4, 6, 10, 20, and 30, respectively. In Fig. 2,
the initial pose misalignment is 0.05 m in each of the X, Y, and Z
spacecraft body coordinates, and 0.05 deg in each of the pitchyaw-roll Euler rotation sequence from F b . The FC-HSF histogram
shows a more distinctive histogram profile than the unaltered input
image histogram, and the FC-HSF solution converges to the correct
pose, whereas the unaltered input image does not.
Figure 5 shows a 360 deg rotation sequence for the RSM infrared
image.¶ The top four rows in Fig. 5 represent rotations from
¶
Dataset and video are available at http://ai-automata.ca/research/hisafe.
html.
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Fig. 3 The FC_HSF pipeline. The FC_HSF algorithm inside the dashed border uses the three-channel input image and the previous frame mask.
The algorithm produces the FC_HSF image and is fed into the PWP3D function for pose estimation and posterior mask generation.

0 to 179 deg; the bottom four rows represent rotations from
180 to 359 deg. All images in Fig. 5 are selected based on equal angle
separations. Figure 5 row 1 is the 3D CAD projection overlay on the
original image. The red edge lines are the 3D model image projection
using the estimated pose. Figure 5 row 2 is the FC-HSF image.
Figure 5 row 3 is the normalized estimated pose foreground and
background histogram of the FC-HSF image in red and blue lines,
respectively. Figure 5 row 4 is the level-set function distance map
transformation for each of the estimated pose. The 0th level-set
contour is plotted in a white line, whereas distances inside and
outside the zero level are plotted in red and blue shades, respectively.
Brighter shade indicates a closer distance to the spacecraft boundary
contour. We use the FC-HSF image and histogram profile for
PWP3D regional-based pose estimation gradient descent [25]. The
estimated pose tracked well against the actual model, whereas the
highest observed errors occurred during 90 and 270 deg. Over these
two rotation ranges, the visible area is the smallest in the entire
sequence. We compared using unmodified image input and FC-HSF
image input and found that the unmodified image input method
diverges from the actual pose shortly after the first image. We also
compared using the initial image as the histogram template and using
sequential posteriors as the template. The results show that the
former performed better due to accumulated errors from sequential
frames that quickly diluted the following template histograms,
suggesting that the level-set method is sensitive to the prior mask
accuracy.
Figure 6 shows foreground mask generation comparison for six
video frames. The FC-HSF+PWP3D method consistently produces
the sharpest foreground extraction of the target RSM. A quantitative
mean value IoU measurement of the RSM thermal image video
sequence foreground pixel extraction is provided in Table 1. The

FC-HSF+PWP3D produced the best foreground extraction mask
compared with state-of-the-art methods. The PWP3D level-set
method uses the input mask to train the foreground and background
pixel sets for statistical segmentation and pose estimation. When the

Fig. 4 Camera coordinate system definition. R and t are the pose of the
target spacecraft relative to the camera frame. The point Xb measured
from the spacecraft body frame is projected onto the image plane I as x.
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Monocular infrared image pose estimation using the FC-HSF  PWP3D method. https://youtu.be/Sg4y_bAERgE.

input image is monochromatic, the pixel histogram between the
foreground and the background is nondistinctive and will result in
poor segmentation and pose estimation. In the case of color images,
additional channels elevate the distinctiveness of the image
histogram. While the monochromatic image does not have the depth
of an image from multiple wavelengths of light, the novelty of our
method uses image gradients to supplement the lack of color depth
and enhance the distinctiveness of the image histogram between the
foreground and background. The main experiment of this work is
from a laboratory setting. Our technique can be transferred to the
space environment, specifically when the target spacecraft is passing
over the Earth shown in Fig. 7. In the case of thermal imagery, only
the monochromatic image is available. The additional gradient
information will increase the distinctiveness of the image the same
way as the RSM. Future work will include a thorough evaluation of
our method on flight IR and grayscale images.

IV.

Conclusions

The state-of-the-art methods in camera-based pose estimation for
spacecraft rendezvous have focused on the back-end pose estimation
and stochastic filtering while provided little development in the frontend image processing. Unfortunately, the quality of the input image
and the ability to extract useful features from the image can largely
affect the back-end pose estimation results. Our method of using
regional-based pose estimation requires distinctive foreground and
background pixel probability that is difficult to obtain in
monochromatic images. To this end, the false-colored highfrequency saliency feature image alteration was developed to
improve histogram foreground and background distinctiveness, and
the effectiveness of our approach was demonstrated using real-world
infrared images. Given a challenging background including complex
clutter image patterns, our false-colored image using image gradient
and prior image location estimate enhanced the regional-based pose
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a) Frame 1

b) Frame 4
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c) Frame 7

d) Frame 10

e) Frame 13

f) Frame 16
Fig. 6 Foreground mask computed using state-of-the-art methods compared with our FC-HSF+PWP3D method. From left to right: GT, fst,
fst, GMR, MB, RC, FC-HSF+PWP3D.

Table 1 Comparison of mean IoU between the various saliency
foreground extraction methods and our FC-HSF+PWP3D method
Method
fst
fst
GMR MB
RC
FC-HSF  PWP3D
J
0.1417 0.1678 0.3174 0.2056 0.1161
0.4079

a) Original 1

b) Original 2

c) Original 3

d) FC-HSF 1
e) FC-HSF 2
f) FC-HSF 3
Fig. 7 FC-HSF of the ISS captured by the Neptec TriDAR thermal camera during STS-135 mission.
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estimation gradient descent process. Future work will include using
temporal information from the image sequence and adding efficient
top-down approach for more precise foreground extractions.
Stochastic pose filtering can also be added to stabilize the pose
prediction.
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